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Contus Video Gallery is an open source gallery script of superior visual appeal and easy drag and
drop. Contus is an innovative and simple gallery script which is suitable for both simple and

complex websites. It is powered by Node.js and Bootstrap 3 and is available in both styles CSS and
React. Contus is made for a responsive design and can be used in one of two ways. Firstly, the

gallery can be embedded on the front end using the tag. Secondly, the gallery can be embedded in
the backend using the Posts & Pages section. Content from the full range of Magazines and Forums

can be displayed in the Carousel. You can use the date range, the content and the featured
category to create a carousel that reflects both current and future dates. Contus Video Gallery has
the capability to take care of almost any kind of files you wish to upload to your site, and turn your
site into a ‘Movie Gallery’, where you can add as many videos as you like with just a few clicks of a
button. This is a perfect solution for sites with more than just one main content category such as

news, sports, entertainment, etc. where you can display and embed multiple videos to your
visitors. The advantages of Contus Video Gallery are numerous, with multiple themes and video
formats that can be used, as well as responsive design. To begin, go to WordPress Dashboard. In

the Plugins section, look for "Installed" and "active" plugins. Deactivate or delete the plugins one at
a time. If you see any errors, reload the dashboard. There are so many plugins in WordPress for

YouTube video gallery. This WordPress YouTube video gallery plugin not only supports videos from
YouTube but also supports a video gallery for any website like WordPress video gallery plugin. It
also has an additional two features i.e. Photo gallery and Audio gallery options as well. The video
gallery plugin supports a variety of video hosts including YouTube and Dailymotion. There is no

need to worry about watermarking the video which is very useful for posting on different websites.
You can visit the demo site to know about the pros and cons of the plugin and also get more

information about it.
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customize this video gallery plug-in
for wordpress to make it look

however you want. you can edit the
title, description, and category of the

gallery. you can also add multiple
galleries to your website. this plugin
provides a simple way to use contus
video gallery in wordpress. contus
video gallery is a premium html5 &

flash (version 11.9 and above)
responsive video gallery solution. this
plugin will provide a wordpress plugin
which allows you to use this feature

in your site. on the settings page you
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can configure some of the site’s
configuration parameters. most of

the site’s configuration can be done
on your site’s wordpress admin
dashboard. you can also use the
plugin’s settings page to change

some of the site’s settings. once you
have installed the plugin, the first
thing you will need to do is to add

contus video gallery to the
post/page. you can do this either

from your wordpress dashboard or by
opening a post/page in your

wordpress editor. features of contus
video gallery plug-in: easy to setup

full responsive huge number of video
formats, including 1080p video
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previews urls support thumbnail sizes
single or gallery flexible settings auto-

update videos custom links
compatibility with most popular

wordpress theme shortcode support
shortcode api contus video gallery

plug-in is a great solution for creating
a premium video gallery of your

content. the gallery can be
embedded into any page and it will
be full responsive. it is very easy to
setup and you can customize it as
you want. in a few seconds, you’ll

have the perfect gallery for your site.
wordpress contus video gallery plug-

in features a lot of pre-configured
options and you can easily customize
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